Vostok Space Beer: The first beer recipe designed for drinking in
microgravity.
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Introduction.
There is a high degree of
correlation between the consumption of alcohol
and the growth of human civilization.
From
ancient Sumeria to the age of exploration,
historical evidence shows that wherever people
travel, consumable alcohol such as beer is likely to
follow. Now that people are traveling to space,
anecdotal evidence suggests a quiet continuation
of this trend— however due to a NASA ban on
alcohol in space, the professional cultural
requirements of modern explorers, and small
numbers of astronauts, very little (if any) formal
research has been conducted on the effects of
alcohol consumption in microgravity.

researchers experience
seconds) of microgravity.

The US space industry is very quickly being
mandated to support commercial, rather than
government driven organization.
The new
suborbital spaceflight industry is set to launch
within two years, with several companies in final
prototyping stage. A private space station is also
planned for release in 2014, with two unmanned
prototype space stations already in orbit. This
equates to several thousand commercial space
passengers expecting to fly between 2012 and
2015, most of whom are self described tourists,
rather than professional explorers. With such a
large sample size, the likelihood of alcohol
consumption in space is a near certainty, and this
needs addressing by the scientific community.

The first parabolic flight, scheduled for December
2010, includes a single Astronauts for Hire (A4H)
flight participant, who will drink 2-L of beer during
0-g flight parabolas. The flight participant will
measure several data points of Blood Alcohol
Content (BAC), temperature, and heart rate, as
well as recording qualitative aspects (flavor and
drinkability) which are in line with modern beer
tasting standards. An identical set of tests will be
taken on the ground at full gravity in order to
provide a baseline for the participant. Changes in
BAC due to high altitude consumption will be
removed analytically during post-flight operations.

Aim. We need to collect data from casual healthy
drinkers in microgravity to provide initial first
principle observations and compare the results
with casual healthy drinkers at normal Earth (sea
level) gravity.
Method. This experiment will take first principle
observations on drinkability, taste, and alcohol
absorption of the “Vostok Space Beer” recipe
during a series of microgravity flights. The flight
path includes a series of parabolic arcs where the
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The beer recipe was designed by the 4-Pines
Brewing Company with guidance from Saber
Astronautics Australia. This stout-derived beer
allows very low carbonation and very high flavor
meeting known microgravity challenges. Initial
batch recipes were taste-tested by 4-Pines and
were proven safe for wholesale consumption
through 500 unit liter sales. Drop tower tests
conducted at the Queensland University of
Technology (QUT) characterized the liquid under
brief but high quality microgravity conditions.

Summary. This paper overviews humanity’s first
beer designed for drinking in space and
represents the first formal experiment in
microgravity alcohol consumption. Results taken
from the QUT Drop Tower and parabolic flights
conducted with Astronauts for Hire (A4H) will be
presented to provide initial observations and
provide the direction for future work.
This
research will lead to the responsible casual
consumption of alcohol in space through formal
study of how our natural limits change during
microgravity conditions.

